While it has been recognized for some time that isentropic coordinates provide a convenient framework for theories of the global circulation of the atmosphere, the role of boundary effects in the zonal momentum balance and in potential vorticity dynamics on isentropes that intersect the surface has remained unclear. Here, a balance equation is derived that describes the temporal and zonal mean balance of zonal momentum and of potential vorticity on isentropes, including the near-surface isentropes that sometimes intersect the surface. Integrated vertically, the mean zonal momentum or potential vorticity balance leads to a balance condition that relates the mean meridional mass flux along isentropes to eddy fluxes of potential vorticity and surface potential temperature. The isentropic-coordinate balance condition formally resembles balance conditions well known in quasigeostrophic theory, but on near-surface isentropes it generally differs from the quasigeostrophic balance conditions. Not taking the intersection of isentropes with the surface into account, quasigeostrophic theory does not adequately represent the potential vorticity dynamics and mass fluxes on near-surface isentropes-a shortcoming that calls into question the relevance of quasigeostrophic theories for the macroturbulence and global circulation of the atmosphere.
Introduction
Potential vorticity is one of the principal conserved quantities in adiabatic and inviscid atmospheric flows. Considerations of potential vorticity dynamics therefore form a good basis for descriptions of the interaction between a mean flow and rapid, nearly adiabatic and inviscid fluctuations such as occur in baroclinic eddies. Since the potential vorticity flux has only components along isentropes, but not across isentropes (Haynes and McIntyre 1987, 1990) , it is convenient to consider the interaction between a mean flow and eddies in isentropic coordinates. For example, on isentropes in the interior of the extratropical atmosphere, the mean meridional mass flux, via the zonal momentum balance, is primarily associated with the meridional eddy flux of potential vorticity (Tung 1986; Yang et al. 1990 ). For a theory of the mean meridional mass flux along isentropes, or, equivalently, for a theory of the mean meridional entropy flux, one therefore needs a theory of the meridional eddy flux of potential vorticity along isentropes. No conclusive theory has yet been proposed. But a theory of the meridional eddy flux of potential vorticity along isentropes-a scalar flux of a quantity that is approximately conserved in baroclinic eddies-seems to be easier to develop than a theory, for instance, of the flux of entropy (or potential temperature), which would necessarily involve vectorvalued eddy fluxes. Since the Eulerian mean mass flux along isentropes approximates the Lagrangian mean mass flux and since it, in concert with radiative processes, determines such basic climatic features as the tropopause height and the thermal stratification of the atmosphere, it has been speculated that a theory of the global circulation of the atmosphere may be based on considerations of potential vorticity dynamics in isentropic coordinates (see, e.g., Hoskins 1991) . However, since potential temperature fluctuates at the surface, implying that isentropes sometimes lie above the surface, sometimes "inside" the surface, the role of boundary effects in the zonal momentum balance and in potential vorticity dynamics on near-surface isentropes has remained unclear. Since an understanding of how potential vorticity fluxes along isentropes in the interior atmosphere are related to the zonal momentum balance and to potential vorticity dynamics on nearsurface isentropes has thus far been lacking, it has been impossible to construct a theory of the global circulation of the atmosphere based on considerations of potential vorticity dynamics.
The present paper discusses the temporal and zonal mean balance of zonal momentum and potential vor-ticity on isentropes, including the near-surface isentropes that sometimes intersect the surface. A form of the mean zonal momentum balance is derived that holds throughout the flow domain in isentropic coordinates and that is equivalent to the mean potential vorticity balance (section 2).
1 Integrated vertically, the mean zonal momentum or potential vorticity balance leads to a balance condition that, at each latitude, relates the mean meridional mass flux along isentropes to eddy fluxes of potential vorticity and surface potential temperature (section 3). This balance condition resembles balance conditions well known in quasigeostrophic theory, but on near-surface isentropes it generally differs from the quasigeostrophic balance conditions (section 4).
The developments of this paper presume a hydrostatic ideal-gas atmosphere with stationary flow statistics and with the planet's surface as the only dynamically relevant boundary. The boundary condition at the surface is assumed to be a no-slip condition. The surface can have arbitrary topography, so long as the hydrostatic approximation remains adequate. Appendix A describes an idealized GCM used to illustrate theoretical developments. Appendix B lists the notation and symbols.
Mean balance of zonal momentum in isentropic coordinates

a. Zonal momentum equation
The zonal momentum equation in isentropic coordinates can be formulated such that it holds both on isentropes above the surface and on isentropes inside the surface, that is, both on isentropes with potential temperatures greater than or equal to the instantaneous surface potential temperature s (x, y, t) and on isentropes with potential temperatures less than the instantaneous surface potential temperature s (x, y, t) . The flow domain in isentropic coordinates can formally be extended to isentropes inside the surface by introducing massless isentropic layers inside the surface (cf. Lorenz 1955) . In the definition of the isentropic density ϭ Ϫ(g Ϫ1 ‫ץ‬ p)H(-s )-the mass density in (x, y, ) space-one includes the Heaviside step function H(·) to indicate that the isentropic density vanishes on isentropes inside the surface. With the isentropic density set to zero on isentropes inside the surface, the continuity equation (cf. Andrews et al. 1987 , chapter 3.8)
with diabatic heating rate Q ϭ D/Dt, holds on isentropes both above and inside the surface. (Horizontal and time derivatives here are to be understood as derivatives at constant potential temperature.) Similarly, the zonal momentum equation in flux form,
with Montgomery streamfunction M ϭ c p T ϩ gz and with zonal frictional force per unit mass F x , holds on isentropes both above and inside the surface (Johnson 1980; Gallimore and Johnson 1981) . Combining the continuity equation (1) and the flux-form zonal momentum equation (2), one obtains the form
of the zonal momentum equation, where ϭ ‫ץ‬ x Ϫ ‫ץ‬ y u is the relative vorticity component normal to isentropes and
is the Bernoulli function.
On isentropes above the surface, the isentropic density is greater than zero (provided that the atmosphere is stably stratified, which we assume) and can be dropped from the zonal momentum equation (3). The zonal momentum equation reduces to one of its standard forms (cf. Andrews et al. 1987, appendix 3A) . On isentropes inside the surface, the isentropic density vanishes and cannot be dropped from the zonal momentum equation (3). The zonal momentum equation reduces to the trivial statement 0 ϭ 0. Although we cannot generally drop the isentropic density from the zonal momentum equation (3), we only need to retain the step function factor to obtain a form of the zonal momentum equation that holds on isentropes both above and inside the surface,
We will average this form of the zonal momentum equation to derive a mean balance of zonal momentum on isentropes.
b. Temporal and zonal mean
When considering mean flows in isentropic coordinates, one must distinguish two regions of the flow domain (cf. Juckes et al. 1994; Held and Schneider 1999) . The surface layer at a given latitude is that region of the flow domain in which potential temperatures lie within the range of surface potential temperatures that typically occur at the latitude. The above-lying interior atmosphere is that region of the flow domain in which potential temperatures lie above the range of surface potential temperatures that typically occur at the latitude.
In the interior atmosphere, the step function factor H( Ϫ s ) is always equal to one, so the mean acceleration term ‫ץ‬ t uH( Ϫ s ) and the mean Bernoulli gradient ‫ץ‬ x BH( Ϫ s ) appearing in the isentropic temporal and zonal mean (·) of the zonal momentum equation (4) vanish by statistical stationarity and periodicity, respectively. In the surface layer, the mean acceleration term ‫ץ‬ t uH( Ϫ s ) is the zonal mean of a normalized sum of differences in zonal velocity between pairs of times at which isentropes "attach to" and "detach from" the surface. Since the velocity vanishes at a no-slip boundary, the mean acceleration term vanishes also in the surface layer. Similarly, the mean Bernoulli gradient ‫ץ‬ x BH( Ϫ s ) in the surface layer is the temporal mean of a normalized sum of differences in Bernoulli function between pairs of points at which isentropes "enter" and "leave" the surface. Integrating by parts, using the fact that the distributional derivative of the step function is the Dirac delta function, ‫ץ‬ H() ϭ ␦(), and using the no-slip boundary condition to set the Bernoulli function B ϭ (u 2 ϩ 2 )/2 ϩ M at the surface equal to the Montgomery streamfunction M, one can write the mean Bernoulli gradient as
This term generally does not vanish; as we will see, it is essential for the mean zonal momentum balance of the surface layer.
The mean zonal momentum balance takes on a suggestive form if one writes the absolute vorticity f ϩ ϭ P as the product of isentropic density and potential vorticity P ϭ ( f ϩ )/ . Introducing the diabatic component
and the frictional component
of the meridional potential vorticity flux (cf. Haynes and McIntyre 1987; Schneider et al. 2003) and averaging the zonal momentum equation (4) leads to
where ͑·͒ * ϭ ͑ ·͒ denotes the density-weighted mean associated with the temporal and zonal mean along isentropes. The explicit step function in the advective potential vorticity flux P * was omitted with the understanding that the velocity is taken to vanish on isentropes inside the surface. The left-hand side of the mean zonal momentum balance (6) is generally nonzero both in the interior atmosphere and in the surface layer. The right-hand side is nonzero only in the surface layer. It is well known that the mean zonal momentum balance (6) on interior isentropes is a statement of mean potential vorticity balance. On interior isentropes, the mean zonal momentum balance can alternatively be derived by averaging the potential vorticity balance (cf. Haynes and McIntyre 1987; Andrews et al. 1987, chapter 3.9) . Similarly, the mean zonal momentum balance (6), which holds both on interior and surface layer isentropes, can alternatively be derived by averaging a generalized potential vorticity balance-a potential vorticity balance in which boundary effects are taken into account by generalizing the potential vorticity concept to a sum of the conventional interior potential vorticity and a singular surface potential vorticity (Schneider et al. 2003) .
2 From a generalized potential vorticity perspective, the surface term on the right-hand side of the mean zonal momentum balance (6) arises as the average of a singular surface potential vorticity flux. The mean zonal momentum balance (6), then, can be viewed as a statement of mean potential vorticity balance, not only on interior isentropes, but throughout the flow domain in isentropic coordinates.
c. Vertically integrated mean zonal momentum balance
How the contribution of the surface term M‫ץ‬ x s ␦( Ϫ s ) to the mean zonal momentum or potential vorticity balance (6) is to be interpreted becomes clearer upon vertical integration. Integrating from some nominal lower boundary of the domain at a potential temperature b less than or equal to the lowest potential temperature that occurs at the surface to some isentrope i in the interior atmosphere yields
Vertically integrated over the surface layer, an isentropic mean (·)␦( Ϫ s ) that includes a surface delta function becomes a mean (·) 
leads to the vertically integrated mean zonal momentum balance
͑8͒
If fluctuations of surface pressure, temperature, potential temperature, and density about constant reference values p r , T r , r ϭ T r , and r ϭ p r /(RT r ) are small, one can approximate surface temperature fluctuations as
and fluctuations of the Montgomery streamfunction at the surface as
The balanced eddy velocity (7) at the surface then is approximately equal to the geostrophic eddy velocity,
So to the extent that fluctuations of thermodynamic variables about constant reference values are small near the surface, the contribution of the surface term to the vertically integrated mean zonal momentum balance (8) is approximately equal to the geostrophic eddy flux of surface potential temperature, multiplied by the Coriolis parameter. The balance condition (8) resembles a well-known quasigeostrophic balance condition,
obtained by integrating the quasigeostrophic transformed Eulerian mean of the zonal momentum equation in the vertical and taking into account mass conservation [cf. Andrews and McIntyre (1976) ; Edmon et al. (1980) ; Andrews et al. (1987, chapter 3.5) ]. Here,
is the quasigeostrophic potential vorticity, g the geostrophic meridional velocity, and g the relative vorticity of the geostrophic flow; the subscript 0 marks reference values and profiles; (·) z denotes the temporal and zonal mean along horizontal planes, and (·)Ј ϭ (·) Ϫ (·) z denotes fluctuations about this mean. The quasigeostrophic balance condition (9) states that, vertically integrated over an atmospheric column, the flux of quasigeostrophic potential vorticity is balanced by zonal frictional forces and by the geostrophic eddy flux of surface potential temperature, with the momentum flux convergence contained in the quasigeostrophic potential vorticity flux balancing the frictional forces (Green 1970; Held and Hoskins 1985) . The diabatic potential vorticity flux J y Q * ϭ ϪQ‫ץ‬ u H( Ϫ s ) appearing in the isentropic-coordinate balance condition (8) has no counterpart in the quasigeostrophic balance condition (9). It represents the cross-isentropic advection of zonal momentum, whose counterpart-the vertical advection of zonal momentum-is neglected in quasigeostrophic theory.
d. Physical interpretation of surface term
The surface term M‫ץ‬ x s ␦( Ϫ s ) ϭ ‫ץ‬ x MH( Ϫ s ) in the mean zonal momentum balance (6) arises from averaging the gradient ‫ץ‬ x M of the Montgomery streamfunction along isentropes that intersect the surface. Since the gradient of the Montgomery streamfunction ‫ץ‬ x M represents minus the zonal pressure force per unit mass in isentropic coordinates, the surface term ‫ץ‬ x MH( Ϫ s ) represents a mean zonal pressure drag per unit mass, similar to the pressure drag at mountains appearing in the mean momentum balance in pressure or height coordinates (cf. Peixoto and Oort 1992, chapter 11) . Although this mean pressure drag can contain topographic contributions, it does not require topography; it is the mean zonal pressure drag per unit mass that the flow along isentropes experiences at intersections of isentropes with the surface, whether at topographic obstacles or at a flat surface.
Hence, in the vertically integrated zonal momentum balance (8), the term Ϫf Ј s Ј s s involving the balanced eddy flux of surface potential temperature is the integral across isentropes of the mean zonal pressure drag per unit mass that the flow along isentropes experiences at the surface. Since this term appears in the vertically integrated zonal momentum balance even if the boundary condition is a no-slip condition, so that the actual eddy flux of surface potential temperature vanishes, the balanced eddy flux of surface potential temperature is not necessarily to be understood as an approximation of the actual eddy flux of surface potential temperature. Even without a small Rossby number approximation, it is the balanced and not the actual eddy flux of surface potential temperature that appears in the vertically integrated zonal momentum balance (8). This suggests that, to the extent that quasigeostrophic potential vorticity dynamics can be interpreted as representing potential vorticity dynamics on isentropes (Charney and Stern 1962) , the term involving the geostrophic eddy flux of surface potential temperature in the quasigeostrophic balance condition (9) can likewise be interpreted as a vertical integral of a mean surface pressure drag.
e. Other formulations of mean zonal momentum balance Andrews (1983) and Koh and Plumb (2004) have offered similar formulations of the mean zonal momentum balance on isentropes, including isentropes that sometimes intersect the surface.
Andrews ' (1983) formulation differs from the present formulation. Andrews introduces fictitious nonzero velocities on isentropes inside the surface and defines the Montgomery streamfunction and its gradient such that they are continuous at the intersections of isentropes with the surface. While these conventions allowed him to prove a finite-amplitude Eliassen-Palm theorem, they make it necessary to include in the momentum equation additional forces on isentropes inside the surface. This approach left unclear the relations between the mean zonal momentum balance and the mean potential vorticity balance, and between the vertically integrated potential vorticity flux and the balanced eddy flux of surface potential temperature. Koh and Plumb (2004) have independently derived a formulation of the mean zonal momentum balance that is essentially equivalent to that presented here, although the equivalence of the formulations may not be obvious because of differences in mathematical techniques, notation, and conventions. Koh and Plumb's mean zonal momentum balance also contains the terms that arise when the velocity at the surface does not vanish-in the present formulation, an acceleration term ‫ץ‬ t uH( Ϫ s ) and a kinetic energy term 1 ⁄2 ‫ץ‬ x (u 2 ϩ
2 )H( Ϫ s ) due to the difference between the Bernoulli function and the Montgomery streamfunction at the surface. If the acceleration ‫ץ‬ t u at the surface scales advectively as U 2 /L, with a velocity scale U and a length scale L, the acceleration term and the kinetic energy term are of the same order of magnitude and smaller than the pressure drag term ‫ץ‬ x MH( Ϫ s ) by a factor of the order of the surface Rossby number U/( fL). Hence, to the extent that the surface Rossby number is small, the acceleration term and the kinetic energy term are negligible, for example, in the mean zonal momentum balance of an atmosphere model that uses a drag-law boundary condition in place of the realistic no-slip boundary condition.
Eddy fluxes and the mean mass flux along isentropes a. Derivation of balance condition
A relationship between the mean mass flux along isentropes and eddy fluxes of potential vorticity and of surface potential temperature can be obtained from the mean zonal momentum or potential vorticity balance (6) if the advective potential vorticity flux P * ϭ * P * ϩ P * is decomposed into a mean advective component *P * and an eddy component P * .
[Hats (·ˆ) ϭ (·) Ϫ (·) * denote fluctuations about the densityweighted mean along isentropes.] Dividing the mean zonal momentum balance (6) by the mean potential vorticity P * and rearranging terms yields
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This form of the mean zonal momentum balance holds where the mean potential vorticity is nonzero. It represents a balance equation that relates the mean mass flux * along isentropes to the eddy flux of potential vorticity, to the surface pressure drag, and to the diabatic and frictional components of the potential vorticity flux.
To obtain a balance condition that relates the mean mass flux along isentropes to eddy fluxes of potential vorticity and surface potential temperature, we integrate the balance equation (10) vertically from the lower boundary of the domain at potential temperature b to some isentrope i in the interior atmosphere. The integrated contribution of the surface pressure drag can be simplified by using the expansion
for the inverse mean potential vorticity in the surface layer. Keeping only the zeroth-order term and using the relations that led to the vertically integrated zonal momentum balance (8) gives
At next order, a term involving the flux Ј s Ј () (n ϭ 1, 2, . . .) and so have vanishing phase averages. Hence, although eddies cannot generally be assumed to be quasigeostrophic and weakly nonlinear, the higherorder corrections to the integral (11) are generally smaller than scaling arguments would suggest. Neglecting these higher-order corrections, we obtain
͑12͒
The diabatic component J y Q * of the potential vorticity flux, or the cross-isentropic advection of zonal momentum, was neglected because it is smaller than the eddy flux P * by a factor of order Rossby number (see, e.g., Tung 1986; Haynes and McIntyre 1987) . The balance condition (12) between the integrated mean mass flux along isentropes, on the one hand, and friction and eddy fluxes of potential vorticity and surface potential temperature, on the other hand, holds in the extratropics, where the Rossby number is small and the mean potential vorticity typically is nonzero. The frictional
flux is an Ekman mass flux. If the top of the atmosphere is taken as the upper limit i of the integrals, the lefthand side of the balance condition (12) is zero by mass conservation, so the balance condition (12) becomes a balance condition between friction and eddy fluxes of potential vorticity and surface potential temperature. Using more restrictive assumptions, Held and Schneider (1999) argued that, in the extratropics, the mean mass flux along isentropes integrated over the surface layer contains a component proportional to the geostrophic eddy flux of surface potential temperature. The balance condition (12) 
b. Conventions for potential vorticity in surface layer
The contribution of isentropes inside the surface to the mean potential vorticity P * ϭ [ (f ϩ )/ ]/ involves the indefinite expression ( f ϩ ) / . The total potential vorticity flux P * is independent of the conventions one adopts to assign values to this indefinite expression. But the mean potential vorticity P * in the surface layer, and thus the eddy flux of potential vorticity P * ϭ P * Ϫ * P * , depend on conventions.
The magnitudes of the Ekman mass flux and of the mass fluxes associated with the eddy fluxes of potential vorticity and surface potential temperature in the balance condition (12) likewise depend on conventions.
1) CONVENTION I
Under convention I, the absolute vorticity on isentropes inside the surface equals the Coriolis parameter, P ϭ f ϩ ϭ f. One construal of this convention is that, on isentropes inside the surface, the Coriolis parameter f takes on its usual value, the relative vorticity vanishes, and the indefinite expression / equals one.
Convention I is convenient for closures of the eddy flux of potential vorticity in the surface layer because, under convention I, the mean potential vorticity gradient in the surface layer is usually well defined and varies on large scales. Under convention I, the mean potential vorticity throughout the atmosphere, including the surface layer, can be written as P * ϭ (f ϩ )/ , and, if the relative vorticity gradient can be neglected, the mean potential vorticity gradient can be approximated by
The first term on the right-hand side is positive both in the interior atmosphere and in the surface layer. The second term typically changes sign near the top of the surface layer: it is usually positive in the interior troposphere, where the mean isentropic density decreases poleward along isentropes; it is usually negative in the surface layer, where the mean isentropic density increases poleward along isentropes. The mean isentropic density increases poleward along surface-layer isentropes primarily because a pole-to-equator surface potential temperature gradient implies that the relative frequency with which an isentrope lies above the surface increases poleward along the isentrope. (If variations of the density and static stability near the surface are ignored, the mean isentropic density ϰ H( Ϫ s ) in the surface layer is proportional to the cumulative distribution of surface potential temperatures ⌸(y, ) ϭ H( Ϫ s ), or to the relative frequency with which an isentrope lies above the surface.) If the variance and higher moments of surface potential temperature fluctuations vary on much larger meridional scales than the mean surface potential temperature, the isentropic gradient ‫ץ‬ y ⌸ of the cumulative distribution of surface potential temperatures is directly related to the mean surface potential temperature gradient, which is usually well defined and varies on large scales. To the extent that the term involving ␤ is small, this implies that the gradient (13) of the mean potential vorticity in the surface layer is usually negative and likewise varies on large scales. Figure 1 shows the mean potential vorticity gradient under convention I in a simulation with an idealized GCM (described in appendix A). Included in Fig. 1 are the 10%, 50%, and 90% isolines of the cumulative distribution of surface potential temperatures. The 50% isoline, the median, approximates the mean surface potential temperature, and the 10% and 90% isolines can be taken as demarcating the surface layer. The figure shows that the mean potential vorticity gradient is indeed positive in the interior troposphere and negative in the surface layer and that it varies on large scales. If the mean potential vorticity gradient varies on meridional scales that are large in comparison with eddy length scales-an acceptable albeit not very accurate assumption in the surface layer-terms involving third and higher derivatives in an expansion of the eddy flux of potential vorticity P * in terms of meridional derivatives of the mean potential vorticity can be neglected (terms involving even derivatives vanish by symmetry). The eddy flux can then be modeled using a diffusive closure P * Ϸ ϪD‫ץ‬ y P * with an eddy diffusivity D (Corrsin 1974) . In the simulation shown here and in other simulations with the idealized GCM, the empirical eddy diffusivities ϪP * ‫ץ/‬ y P * in the surface layer indeed vary on large scales under convention I and are positive, except near the top of the surface layer, where the mean potential vorticity gradient changes sign and eddy diffusivities are not defined.
The approximation (11) of the integrated surface pressure drag contribution to the mass flux along isentropes appears to be very accurate under convention I. In the simulation with the idealized GCM, it entails errors of 5%-10% in midlatitudes. In other simulations with the idealized GCM, spanning a wide range of climates, the approximation (11) consistently entails midlatitude errors of about 10% and often less. Using convention I and the approximation of small Rossby number,
where 0 ϭ ( s ) denotes the isentropic density at the mean surface potential temperature s (y), one can write the balance condition (12) as
͑15͒
Schneider (2004) takes this balance condition as the point of departure for the derivation of a constraint on the tropopause height and the thermal stratification of the troposphere.
2) CONVENTION II
Under convention II, the absolute vorticity on isentropes inside the surface equals zero, P ϭ f ϩ ϭ 0. One construal of this convention is that the indefinite expression / vanishes on isentropes inside the surface. Schneider et al. (2003) and Koh and Plumb (2004) adopted this convention in their discussions of the potential vorticity budget on isentropes.
Convention II is less convenient for closures of the eddy flux of potential vorticity in the surface layer than convention I because, under convention II, the mean potential vorticity gradient in the surface layer does not necessarily have a definite sign and can vary on relatively small scales. Under convention II, the mean potential vorticity can be written as P * ϭ (f ⌸ ϩ )/ , with the understanding that the relative vorticity vanishes on isentropes inside the surface. If the relative vorticity gradient can be neglected, the mean potential vorticity gradient
involves a third term proportional to the gradient of the cumulative distribution of surface potential temperatures. If the mean isentropic density in the surface layer is proportional to the cumulative distribution function, ϰ ⌸, this third term cancels the second term on the right-hand side. But to the extent that the cancellation is incomplete and that the term involving ␤ is small, the mean potential vorticity gradient under convention II does not necessarily have a definite sign and can vary on relatively small scales. Figure 2 shows the mean potential vorticity gradient under convention II in the simulation with the idealized GCM. The mean potential vorticity gradient in the surface layer varies on smaller scales under convention II than under convention I. Correspondingly, in the simulation shown here and in other simulations with the 3 To the extent that eddies are weakly nonlinear and quasigeostrophic and that the distribution of surface potential temperature fluctuations is symmetric about the mean surface potential temperature, heuristic arguments may account for the accuracy of the approximation (11) under convention I. For weakly nonlinear quasigeostrophic eddies, the fluxes of even moments of surface potential temperature fluctuations vanish to leading order, and for a symmetric distribution of surface potential temperature fluctuations, the second derivative ‫ץ‬ ⌸ of the cumulative distribution function vanishes at the mean surface potential temperature. So if the Rossby number is small (P * Ϸ f / ) and if the mean isentropic density in the surface layer can be approximated by ϰ ⌸, the first correction to the zeroth-order term in the integral (11) may only be the fourth-order term involving the flux of the fifth moment of surface potential temperature fluctuations. idealized GCM, empirical eddy diffusivities ϪP * ‫ץ/‬ y P * for potential vorticity in the surface layer vary on smaller scales under convention II than under convention I and even are, in some instances, negative under convention II. If the mean surface potential temperature is approximately equal to the median surface potential temperature, the mean potential vorticity at the mean surface potential temperature is about a factor of 2 smaller under convention II than under convention I:
. Therefore, the mass flux associated with the eddy flux of surface potential temperature on the right-hand side of the balance condition (12) is about a factor of 2 greater under convention II than under convention I. The other terms on the right-hand side of the balance condition (12) have correspondingly changed magnitudes under convention II, and the mass flux associated with the eddy flux of potential vorticity in the surface layer can have a different sign under convention II than under convention I.
The approximation (11) of the integrated surface pressure drag contribution to the mass flux along isentropes also appears to be accurate under convention II, albeit less so than under convention I. In the simulation with the idealized GCM, the approximation (11) entails errors of 10%-30% in midlatitudes. Since the mass flux associated with the integrated surface pressure drag is about a factor of 2 greater under convention II, the fact that the relative error of the approximation (11) is about a factor of 2-3 greater translates into an absolute error that is about a factor of 4-6 greater than under convention I. In other simulations with the idealized GCM, the absolute error of the approximation (11) is consistently larger under convention II than under convention I.
Conventions I and II are two possible conventions for the mean potential vorticity in the surface layer. Other conventions, assigning other values to the absolute vorticity P on isentropes inside the surface, are possible in principle. The analyses here will be focused on convention I, since it is convenient for eddy flux closures and since it will allow us to draw analogies between the isentropic-coordinate surface layer and the lower layer of quasigeostrophic two-layer models (section 4b). However, since the quasigeostrophic limit of the balance condition (12) is obtained under convention II (section 4a), some results under convention II that are pertinent to the quasigeostrophic limit will also be discussed.
c. Geostrophic limit of mean zonal momentum balance
To interpret the balance condition (15) in terms of the mean zonal momentum balance on isentropes and to make connections with quasigeostrophic theory, it is helpful to consider the geostrophic limit. Introducing the geostrophic meridional velocity in isentropic coordinates by g ϭ f Ϫ1 ‫ץ‬ x MH, with the shorthand H ϭ H( Ϫ s ) for the step function, we can write the density-weighted mean of the geostrophic balance equation as Ϫf * g ϭ Ϫ Ѩ x M. In this form, geostrophic balance states that the Coriolis force on the geostrophic mass flux along an isentrope balances the zonal pressure gradient force, which, in turn, is equal to the form drag exerted on the isentrope (Andrews 1983; Held and Schneider 1999; Koh and Plumb 2004) . The form drag includes the surface pressure drag that the flow along isentropes experiences at intersections of isentropes with the surface. Decomposing the geostrophic mass flux and the zonal pressure gradient force into mean and eddy components,
with primes here denoting fluctuations (·)Ј ϭ (·) Ϫ (·) about the isentropic mean, one can alternatively write the geostrophic balance equation as
In the surface layer, unlike in the interior atmosphere, the mean g of the geostrophic velocity is generally nonzero.
In the geostrophic limit, the vertical integrals of the eddy component Ј Ј g and of the mean component g of the geostrophic mass flux can be identified with the two eddy flux terms on the right-hand side of the balance condition (15). To consider this limit, we neglect relative vorticity contributions to the potential vorticity, writing P g ϭ f / , and we replace velocities by geostrophic velocities.
(i) In the geostrophic limit, potential vorticity fluctuations about the density-weighted isentropic mean can be written as
). Upon multiplication by the isentropic density, it follows that P g ϭ Ϫ(f / )Ј . Since, for isentropic means of quadratic terms, the relation (·ˆ)(·)Ј ϭ (·)Ј(·)Ј holds (cf. Tung 1986), the mass flux associated with the eddy flux of potential vorticity is, in the geostrophic limit, equal to the eddy mass flux,
or, upon substitution of geostrophic velocities,
Thus, the mass flux associated with the eddy flux of potential vorticity that appears in the balance condition (15) is, in the geostrophic limit, equal to the geostrophic eddy mass flux. From the perspective of the zonal momentum balance, this implies that, in the geostrophic limit, the Coriolis force on the mass flux associated with the eddy flux of potential vorticity balances an eddy form drag. The relation (16b) between geostrophic eddy fluxes of potential vorticity and mass has a counterpart in quasigeostrophic theory. If the contribution of the relative vorticity to the quasigeostrophic potential vorticity is neglected, the mass flux associated with the quasigeostrophic potential vorticity flux is likewise equal to the geostrophic eddy mass flux (cf. Rhines and Holland 1979) . Unlike in quasigeostrophic theory, however, in isentropic coordinates it is only necessary to assume that the contribution of the relative vorticity to the potential vorticity is small; it is not necessary to assume that fluctuations of the isentropic density are small.
(ii) In the geostrophic limit, the term ‫ץ‬ x MH / P * ϭ M‫ץ‬ x s ␦( Ϫ s )/P * in the zonal momentum balance (10) becomes ‫ץ‬ x MH / f ϭ g . The approximate vertical integral (11) of this term is what gave rise to the mass flux associated with the balanced eddy flux of surface potential temperature,
Thus, upon vertical integration over the surface layer, the geostrophic mean mass flux is approximately equal to the mass flux associated with the balanced eddy flux of surface potential temperature that appears in the balance condition (15). From the perspective of the zonal momentum balance, this implies that, in the geostrophic limit and upon vertical integration, the Coriolis force on the mass flux associated with the balanced eddy flux of surface potential temperature approximately balances a mean form drag, or a mean surface pressure drag due to the intersection of isentropes with the surface.
These relations between geostrophic eddy and mean mass fluxes and eddy fluxes of potential vorticity and surface potential temperature hold under convention I for the potential vorticity.
Under convention II, one can derive similar relations between geostrophic eddy and mean mass fluxes and eddy fluxes of potential vorticity and surface potential temperature if one introduces a mean
that is normalized by the relative frequency with which an isentrope lies above the surface and if one defines eddy fields (•) ϭ (·) Ϫ (·) छ as fluctuations about this mean. Reasoning analogous to the above then leads to the relation
between the mass flux associated with the eddy flux of potential vorticity and a geostrophic eddy mass flux. The mean geostrophic mass flux is related to the balanced eddy flux of surface potential temperature by
is the mean isentropic density at the mean surface potential temperature, normalized by the value of the cumulative distribution function ⌸( s ) Ϸ 0.5. In the geostrophic limit under convention II, the vertical integrals of the eddy component ⌸ g छ and of the mean component ⌸ छ छ g of the geostrophic mass flux * g ϭ ⌸(
be identified with the two eddy flux terms on the righthand side of the balance condition (12). Thus, in the geostrophic limit under convention II as under convention I, the Coriolis forces on the mass fluxes associated with the eddy fluxes of potential vorticity and of surface potential temperature balance eddy and mean components of the form drag. Conventions I and II differ in the way in which the form drag on isentropes is partitioned into mean and eddy components. (Fig. 4) and the mass flux associated with the surface pressure drag (Fig. 5) . The vertical integral (11) of the mass flux associated with the surface pressure drag is what gives rise to the mass flux associated with the balanced eddy flux of surface potential temperature. Under convention I, which we adopt for the remainder of this section, the mass flux associated with the eddy flux of potential vorticity changes sign near the top of the surface layer, from equatorward flux in the surface layer to poleward flux in the interior atmosphere (Fig. 4) . The mass flux associated with the surface pressure drag is equatorward in the surface layer and vanishes in the interior atmosphere (Fig. 5) . Taken together, these mass flux components result in poleward mass flux in the interior troposphere and equatorward mass flux near the surface, approximately within the surface layer (Fig. 3) . Figure 6 displays terms in the balance condition (15) with an approximate top of the surface layer as the upper limit i ( ) of the integration. The mass fluxes displayed thus are mass fluxes integrated over the surface layer. The approximate top of the surface layer is taken to be the 90% isoline of the cumulative distribution of surface potential temperatures (the uppermost dotted line in Figs. 3-5) . Figure 6a shows to what extent the balance condition (15) is quantitatively accurate at the approximate top of the surface layer. The integrated mass fluxes in Fig. 6a , representing the left-hand and right-hand side of the balance condition (15), differ by 10%-20%. This difference is due to four factors: (i) neglecting the diabatic component of the potential vorticity flux (Շ5%-10% error in midlatitudes; 10%-15% error in subtropics); (ii) taking the mass flux Ϫ 0 Ј s Ј s s as representing, in place of the integral (11) of the mass flux associated with the surface pressure drag up to the top of the surface layer, the integral up to the approximate top of the surface layer (Շ10% error); (iii) discretizing and interpolating to isentropic coordinates (Շ5%-10% error); (iv) approximating the integral (11) of the surface pressure drag term (in addition to the error due to the approximation of the upper limit of integration; Շ5%-10% error). Figure 6b shows individual contributions to the mass flux integrated over the surface layer. The balanced eddy flux of surface potential temperature and the eddy flux of potential vorticity in the surface layer are associated with equatorward mass fluxes of similar magnitude, as is also evident from Figs. 4 and 5. [Since the mass flux associated with the eddy flux of potential vorticity changes sign below the 90% isoline of the cumulative distribution of surface potential temperatures (Fig. 4) , some poleward mass flux contributes to the surface layer integral shown in Fig. 6b , thus reducing the magnitude of the equatorward mass flux shown there.] The Ekman mass flux is directed poleward in regions of surface westerlies and equatorward in regions of surface easterlies. In the extratropics, the Ekman mass flux is considerably weaker than the mass fluxes associated with the eddy fluxes of potential vorticity and surface potential temperature.
d. Validity of balance condition in GCM simulation
e. Relative magnitude of mass fluxes associated with eddy fluxes
Scaling estimates show that, under convention I, the mass fluxes associated with the eddy fluxes of surface potential temperature and potential vorticity in the surface layer are of the same order of magnitude not only in the simulation with the idealized GCM, but in general.
If the contribution of the relative vorticity to the potential vorticity is negligible (a good approximation in the surface layer), the mass flux associated with the eddy flux of potential vorticity is approximately equal to the eddy mass flux (16a). To obtain an estimate of the magnitude of this eddy mass flux integrated from the bottom b to the top I of the surface layer, we use the relation ϭ Ϫ(g Ϫ1 ‫ץ‬ p)H( Ϫ s ) and ignore correlations between the pressure and the vertical shear of the meridional velocity on isentropes above the surface, ).
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In the last line, we substituted the balanced eddy velocity Ј s at the surface as an estimate of a representative meridional eddy velocity on isentropes between the surface (potential temperature s ) and the top of the surface layer (potential temperature I ). Approximating the pressure at the top of the surface layer by expanding about the surface pressure and neglecting fluctuations of the isentropic density at the surface, one obtains for the instantaneous mass per unit area of the surface layer (cf. Juckes et al. 1994; Held and Schneider 1999 )
where s is the isentropic density averaged along the surface. Combining the estimates (20) and (21) and using the fact that the potential temperature I at the top of the surface layer is fixed, one finds the estimate By analyses of National Centers for Environmental Prediction-National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP-NCAR) reanalysis data (Kalnay et al. 1996) and analyses of idealized GCM simulations, including those described by Schneider (2004) , it was verified that, in midlatitudes, the mass fluxes associated with the eddy fluxes of surface potential temperature and of potential vorticity in the surface layer indeed are generally of the same direction and order of magnitude. The analyzed simulations span a wide range of climates, from weakly baroclinic flows with pole-to-equator surface potential temperature differences of about 10 K to strongly baroclinic flows with pole-to-equator surface potential temperature differences of about 150 K. 
f. Qualitative account of mass flux along isentropes
The mass flux streamfunction in isentropic coordinates is characterized by an overturning cell in each hemisphere, with equatorward mass flux in the surface layer and poleward mass flux aloft (Johnson 1989) . With the simulation with the idealized GCM, we illustrate that qualitative aspects of the mass flux streamfunction in the extratropical troposphere can be understood by assuming that eddies tend to homogenize quantities that are materially conserved in adiabatic and inviscid flows (cf. Held and Schneider 1999) .
In the interior of the extratropical troposphere, the mass flux along isentropes is primarily associated with the eddy flux of potential vorticity (Tung 1986 ). To the extent that eddies tend to homogenize potential vorticity on interior isentropes, the eddy flux P * is 4 As discussed in section 3b, the relative magnitude of the mass fluxes associated with the eddy fluxes of surface potential temperature and of potential vorticity in the surface layer depends on the conventions for the potential vorticity on surface-layer isentropes. Under convention II, it appears to be difficult to make general statements about the sign of the mass flux associated with the eddy flux of potential vorticity in the surface layer. Analyses of NCEP-NCAR reanalysis data and of simulations with the idealized GCM show that, under convention II, the mass flux associated with the eddy flux of potential vorticity in the surface layer can be equatorward or poleward. generally directed southward, since the mean potential vorticity gradient is generally positive in the interior troposphere (Fig. 1) . According to the balance condition (15), a southward eddy flux of potential vorticity is associated with a poleward mass flux, consistent with the mass flux shown in Fig. 4 .
In the surface layer of the extratropical atmosphere, the mass flux along isentropes is composed of the Ekman mass flux and the mass fluxes associated with the eddy fluxes of surface potential temperature and of potential vorticity in the surface layer.
(i) The mean surface potential temperature generally increases equatorward. To the extent that eddies tend to homogenize potential temperature along the surface, the eddy flux Ј s Ј s s is therefore directed poleward. According to the balance condition (15), a poleward eddy flux of surface potential temperature is associated with an equatorward mass flux in the surface layer, consistent with the mass fluxes shown in Figs. 5 and 6b (cf. Held and Schneider 1999 ). (ii) The mean potential vorticity gradient under convention I is usually negative in the surface layer (Fig. 1) . To the extent that eddies tend to homogenize potential vorticity in the surface layer, the eddy flux P * is therefore directed northward. According to the balance condition (15), a northward eddy flux of potential vorticity implies an equatorward mass flux, consistent with the mass fluxes shown in Figs. 4 and 6b. (iii) The Ekman mass flux is directed poleward in the region of the extratropical surface westerlies, hence is directed opposite to the net mass flux in the surface layer, and thus is weaker than the sum of the other components of the surface-layer mass flux.
Closer inspection of Figs. 3 and 4 reveals that the total mass flux and the mass flux associated with the eddy flux of potential vorticity in the surface layer are not distributed symmetrically about the mean surface potential temperature but are skewed to lower potential temperatures. This skewed distribution of mass fluxes appears to be due to the presence of a mixed layer near the surface, which implies a delta-function singularity of the isentropic density at the surface (Held and Schneider 1999) . The distribution of mass fluxes in simulations with an idealized GCM that does not have a surface mixed layer is symmetric about the mean surface potential temperature (see Schneider 2004, Fig. 2 ).
Comparison with quasigeostrophic theory a. Continuously stratified models
Rearranging the quasigeostrophic balance condition (9), one obtains the quasigeostrophic counterpart of the isentropic-coordinate balance condition (12),
.
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The eddy fluxes of quasigeostrophic potential vorticity along horizontal planes can be viewed as representing eddy fluxes of potential vorticity along isentropes (Charney and Stern 1962) . Formally, the quasigeostrophic balance condition (22) thus resembles the isentropic-coordinate balance condition (12) if the integrals in the latter are likewise taken to extend to the top of the atmosphere. Near the surface, however, the two balance conditions generally differ.
In quasigeostrophic models of a continuously stratified atmosphere, potential vorticity gradients are usually positive throughout the atmosphere, down to immediately above the surface (see, e.g., Solomon and Stone 2001a, b) . The eddy flux of quasigeostrophic potential vorticity in a statistically stationary state is directed downgradient in the mean, hence is negative, and is associated with a mass flux Ϫ 0 Ј g qЈ z /f 0 that is directed poleward down to immediately above the surface. The equatorward mass flux
associated with the eddy flux of surface potential temperature closes the quasigeostrophic transformed Eulerian mean mass circulation in an infinitesimally thin sheet at the surface. In contrast, the equatorward mass flux in isentropic coordinates is distributed over a surface layer that comprises up to one third of the mass of the Earth's troposphere. (According to NCEP-NCAR reanalysis data, the mean pressure at the 90% isoline of the cumulative distribution of surface potential temperatures varies between about 850 and 725 hPa in the extratropics.) As we have seen, the Coriolis force on the mass flux associated with the eddy flux of potential vorticity in the surface layer balances, in the geostrophic limit, an eddy form drag. Irrespective of how eddy and mean fields are defined, this eddy form drag and the mass flux associated with the eddy flux of potential vorticity in the surface layer have no counterparts in quasigeostrophic models of a continuously stratified atmosphere because the horizontal planes to which the quasigeostrophic potential vorticity flux is confined do not intersect the surface.
The quasigeostrophic balance condition (22) can only be adequate if the mass of the surface layer is negligible. If vertical variations of density and static stability are negligible, the ratio of the mass of the surface layer to the mass of the troposphere scales as ϳ (Ј s ‫ץ/‬ z z )/H t , where Ј s denotes a typical surface potential temperature fluctuation and H t the tropopause height. With surface potential temperature fluctuations that scale as Ј s ϳ | ‫ץ‬ y s |L, with a near-surface eddy length scale L, the condition that the mass of the surface layer is small is tantamount to the condition that the slope of isentropes near the surface is small,
In quasigeostrophic scaling, the slope of isentropes and thus the ratio of the mass of the surface layer to the mass of the troposphere are assumed to be of order Rossby number. However in the earth's atmosphere, the ratio of the mass of the surface layer to the mass of the troposphere is generally greater than order Rossby number, so quasigeostrophic scaling is inaccurate. Even when the mass of the surface layer is small, the way in which the isentropic-coordinate balance condition (12) represents potential vorticity dynamics and mass fluxes depends on the conventions for the potential vorticity on surface-layer isentropes. Under convention I, the mass flux associated with the eddy flux of potential vorticity is, in the geostrophic limit, equal to the geostrophic eddy mass flux Ј Ј g . The fluctuation Ј of the isentropic density in the surface layer is generally not small: since the mean isentropic density approaches zero at the bottom of the surface layer, in cold air outbreaks, during which isentropes near the bottom of the surface layer lie above the surface, the instantaneous isentropic density can be of the order of the mean isentropic density near the top of the surface layer, implying Ј ӷ . As a consequence, the mass flux associated with the eddy flux of potential vorticity in the surface layer is not a third-order perturbation quantity-though one might expect it to be so given that it is integrated over the range of surface potential temperatures, a perturbation quantity in itself. The mass fluxes associated with the eddy fluxes of potential temperature and of potential vorticity in the surface layer are both second-order perturbation quantities (cf. section 3e). The mass flux associated with the eddy flux of potential vorticity in the surface layer, or the eddy form drag on surface-layer isentropes, is not negligible under convention I, even if the mass of the surface layer is small. Under convention II, in contrast, the mass flux associated with the eddy flux of potential vorticity is, in the geostrophic limit, equal to the geostrophic eddy mass flux g छ . Under quasigeostrophic scaling, the fluctuations and g are first-order perturbation quantities, so the surface-layer integral of this mass flux is a thirdorder perturbation quantity and hence negligible. The potential vorticity dynamics and mass fluxes in continuously stratified quasigeostrophic models therefore resemble more closely the isentropic-coordinate potential vorticity dynamics and mass fluxes under convention II than under convention I.
b. Two-layer model
For the quasigeostrophic two-layer model, the counterpart of the isentropic-coordinate balance condition (12) is
where the index i ϭ 1, 2 labels the lower and upper layer, q i ϭ f 0 ϩ ␤ 0 y ϩ gi Ϫ f 0 h i /H i is the quasigeostrophic potential vorticity, and h i is a layer-thickness fluctuation about a constant reference thickness H i [see, e.g., Held (2000) and Salmon (1998, chapter 2) ]. The two layers can be viewed as representing the interior atmosphere and the surface layer in isentropic coordinates (Held 2000) . The volume fluxes ϪH i Ј gi qЈ i /f 0 associated with the eddy fluxes of quasigeostrophic potential vorticity in the two layers correspond to the mass fluxes associated with the eddy fluxes of potential vorticity in the interior atmosphere and in the surface layer.
The quasigeostrophic potential vorticity dynamics and volume fluxes in the two-layer model resemble several aspects of the isentropic-coordinate potential vorticity dynamics and mass fluxes under convention I. The mean potential vorticity gradient (13) in isentropic coordinates is usually negative in the surface layer because the mean isentropic density typically increases poleward along surface-layer isentropes; analogously, the mean quasigeostrophic potential vorticity gradient is negative in the lower layer of a typical baroclinically unstable two-layer model because the mean thickness perturbation h 1 of the lower layer increases poleward (see, e.g., Held 2000) . Both the mean isentropic density gradient in isentropic coordinates and the mean thickness gradient in the two-layer model reflect mean potential temperature gradients. In isentropic coordinates as in the two-layer model, the mean potential vorticity gradient typically changes sign between the surface layer and the interior atmosphere, or between the lower layer and upper layer, and downgradient mixing of potential vorticity implies that the potential vorticity fluxes and the associated mass or volume fluxes likewise change sign. However, the mass flux associated with the balanced eddy flux of surface potential temperature in the isentropic-coordinate balance condition (15) has no counterpart in the balance condition (23) for the two-layer model. From the perspective of the zonal momentum balance, in the geostrophic limit of the two-layer model, the Coriolis force on the volume flux associated with the eddy flux of quasigeostrophic potential vorticity balances the eddy form drag (Rhines and Holland 1979; Held 2000) , analogous to the geostrophic limit in isentropic coordinates. But the mean form drag or mean surface pressure drag on surfacelayer isentropes has no counterpart in the two-layer model because the interface between the two layers never intersects the lower boundary (i.e., the layer thickness does not vanish in quasigeostrophic scaling).
The potential vorticity dynamics and volume fluxes in the quasigeostrophic two-layer model resemble the isentropic-coordinate potential vorticity dynamics and mass fluxes more closely under convention I than under convention II. For example, the mean potential vorticity gradient and the eddy flux of potential vorticity in isentropic coordinates under convention II do not necessarily change sign between the interior troposphere and surface layer, as they do under convention I and in the two-layer model.
c. Shortcomings of quasigeostrophic theory
Since the surface layer in the Earth's atmosphere comprises a significant fraction of the mass of the troposphere, the quasigeostrophic counterparts of the isentropic-coordinate balance condition (12) are not quantitatively accurate. However, quasigeostrophic theory may be qualitatively misleading in a way that goes beyond matters of quantitative accuracy.
Section 3b has shown that, for closures of the eddy flux of potential vorticity in the surface layer, convention I is preferable to convention II. Under convention I, the isentropic-coordinate balance condition (15) contains three one-signed eddy flux terms: potential vorticity flux in the interior atmosphere, potential vorticity flux in the surface layer, and surface potential temperature flux. In contrast, its quasigeostrophic counterparts (22) and (23) each only contain two one-signed eddy flux terms. Continuously stratified quasigeostrophic models lack a representation of the potential vorticity flux in a surface layer of finite thickness. The quasigeostrophic two-layer model lacks a representation of the surface potential temperature flux.
The differences between the isentropic-coordinate balance condition (15) under convention I and its quasigeostrophic counterparts entail profound differences between the macroturbulent mean states that are realizable in the atmosphere and in quasigeostrophic models. The quasigeostrophic counterparts of the balance condition (15), with two one-signed eddy flux terms, imply strong constraints on the vertical structure of eddy diffusivities for potential vorticity and surface potential temperature. Substituting diffusive eddy flux closures Ј gi qЈ i ϭ ϪD i ‫ץ‬ y q i in the two-layer balance condition (23) and neglecting friction and relative vorticity contributions to the quasigeostrophic potential vorticity, one finds that, unless ␤ 0 ϭ 0, the eddy diffusivity D 1 in the lower layer must be greater than the eddy diffusivity D 2 in the upper layer (see, e.g., Vallis 1988; Treguier et al. 1997; Smith and Vallis 2002; Lapeyre and Held 2003) . Similarly, substituting diffusive eddy flux closures Ј g qЈ z ϭ ϪD(z)‫ץ‬ y q z and Ј g Ј z | zϭ0 ϭ ϪD(0)‫ץ‬ y z | zϭ0 in the continuously stratified balance condition (22), with an eddy diffusivity D(z) for potential vorticity that is, at the surface (z ϭ 0), equal to the eddy diffusivity for surface potential temperature, one finds that, unless ␤ 0 ϭ 0, the eddy diffusivity on average must decrease with height [I. Held (2002, personal communication) ; see Schneider (2004, footnote 6) for details]. Macroturbulent states of vertically uniform mixing, with eddy diffusivities that are constant in the vertical, are generally not realizable in quasigeostrophic models. In contrast, the isentropic-coordinate balance condition (15) under convention I, with three onesigned eddy flux terms, implies no such constraint on eddy diffusivities and is consistent with vertically uniform mixing. Not only are macroturbulent states of vertically uniform mixing realizable in the atmosphere, they also appear to be relevant for understanding the global circulation of the atmosphere (Schneider 2004 ).
The differences between the mean states that are realizable in the atmosphere and in quasigeostrophic models imply that, at least to the extent that convention I is appropriate for eddy flux closures, it may not be possible to carry over results on eddy flux closures from quasigeostrophic models to the atmosphere. This calls in question the relevance of quasigeostrophic models for the macroturbulence and general circulation of the atmosphere. As Charney put it in comments on his work on quasigeostrophic turbulence (Platzman 1990, p. 64 ):
The appearance of fronts vitiates these results [Charney's (1971) results on quasigeostrophic turbulence], and it is not known to what extent still. (. . .) One speaks of two-dimensional turbulence or quasigeostrophic turbulence, but I think that one always has to bear in mind that the results aren't in yet, because the real motions in real two-layer flows . . . there's nothing to prevent the interface from intersecting the ground. It's only in quasigeostrophic flows that it doesn't. And I think when the interface intersects the ground, all bets are off, to a degree.
Summary
A form of the mean zonal momentum and potential vorticity balance was derived that holds throughout the flow domain in isentropic coordinates, including the surface layer of isentropes that sometimes intersect the surface. To derive mean balance equations, the instantaneous flow domain in isentropic coordinates was extended to isentropes with potential temperatures less than the surface potential temperature, following Lorenz (1955) , by introducing massless isentropic layers inside the surface. The equations of motion on the massless isentropic layers reduced to the trivial statement 0 ϭ 0, which was formally dealt with by including Heaviside step functions in the equations. This formal device allowed averages, differentials, and integrals of terms in the mean zonal momentum balance, which can alternatively be viewed as a mean potential vorticity balance, to be written in a compact form using the rules of distributional calculus. Integrated vertically across isentropes, the mean zonal momentum or potential vorticity balance led to a balance equation involving the integrated potential vorticity flux, a balanced eddy flux of surface potential temperature, and frictional and diabatic processes. Within the approximations of the primitive equations, this balance equation holds for any ideal-gas atmosphere with stationary flow statistics. It generalizes similar balance equations well known in quasigeostrophic theory.
Decomposing the mean potential vorticity flux into a mean advective component and an eddy component yielded a balance condition that relates the mean mass flux along isentropes to eddy fluxes of potential vorticity and of surface potential temperature. For the extratropical interior troposphere, the balance condition implies that, as is well known, the southward eddy flux of potential vorticity is associated with a poleward mass flux. For the surface layer, the balance condition depends on conventions for the potential vorticity on isentropes inside the surface. Under convention I, the balance condition implies for the extratropical surface layer that both a northward eddy flux of potential vorticity and the poleward eddy flux of surface potential temperature contribute to an equatorward mass flux. Under convention II, the balance condition still implies that an eddy flux of potential vorticity contributes to the mass flux in the extratropical surface layer, but it appears to be difficult to make general statements about the sign of the eddy flux of potential vorticity in the surface layer. Focusing on convention I, which appears to be convenient for eddy flux closures, we showed by means of simulations with an idealized GCM that the balance condition is quantitatively accurate. The simulations confirmed scaling estimates suggesting that, under convention I, the eddy fluxes of surface potential temperature and of potential vorticity in the surface layer are associated with mass fluxes of similar magnitude. In the geostrophic limit, the Coriolis forces on these mass fluxes were shown to balance eddy and mean components of the form drag on surfacelayer isentropes, the mean component of the form drag representing a mean surface pressure drag due to the intersection of isentropes with the surface. Conventions I and II differ in the way in which the form drag on isentropes is partitioned into mean and eddy components.
Quasigeostrophic models take into account only one of the two eddy flux terms that contribute to the mass flux in the isentropic-coordinate surface layer. The potential vorticity flux in the surface layer, or the eddy form drag on surface-layer isentropes, appears in the lower layer of the two-layer model, which does not take into account that surface-layer isentropes sometimes intersect the surface (i.e., the thickness of the lower layer sometimes vanishes). The surface potential temperature flux, or the mean form drag, appears in continuously stratified models, which do not take into account that the surfaces to which the potential vorticity flux is confined sometimes intersect the surface (i.e., the surface layer has finite thickness). Both terms do not appear simultaneously in quasigeostrophic models. Under convention II, if the Rossby number and the mass of the surface layer are small-the latter a condition tantamount to the quasigeostrophic condition that the slope of isentropes is small-the eddy flux of potential vorticity in the surface layer is negligible, and the quasigeostrophic balance condition represents the potential vorticity dynamics and mass fluxes in isentropic coordinates adequately. In the earth's atmosphere, however, the surface layer comprises a significant fraction of the mass of the troposphere, so quasigeostrophic scaling is inaccurate. Under convention I, moreover, eddy fluxes satisfy different balance conditions in quasigeostrophic models than in the atmosphere, even when the mass of the surface layer is small. To the extent that convention I is appropriate for eddy flux closures, this calls into question the relevance of quasigeostrophic theories for the macroturbulence and global circulation of the atmosphere. Quasigeostrophic theory may be overconstrained in that it does not adequately take the intersection of isentropes with the surface into account.
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APPENDIX A
Idealized GCM and Computation of Flow Statistics
The idealized GCM is a primitive equation model of an ideal-gas atmosphere with a spherical lower boundary. Radiative processes are represented in an idealized fashion as Newtonian relaxation of temperatures toward an axially and hemispherically symmetric radiative equilibrium state. A simple convection scheme that relaxes temperatures toward a temperature profile with fixed lapse rate 0.7⌫ d , where ⌫ d ϭ Ϫg/c p is the dry adiabatic lapse rate, mimics dynamic heating due to moist convection. As a parameterization of subgridscale turbulent mixing, vertical diffusion of momentum, and temperature is included in a planetary boundary layer of fixed height 2.5 km (Smagorinski et al. 1965) . The primitive equations are integrated with the spectral transform method with T42 horizontal resolution and 30 vertical levels. See Schneider (2004) for a description of a model that differs from the present model only in the parameterization of moist convection and boundary layer processes.
Isentropic flow statistics were obtained by sampling flow quantities 4 times per simulated day and interpolating them from the coordinate levels of the GCM to 100 isentropic coordinate levels. The isentropic levels are equally spaced in the transformed potential temperature coordinate Ϫ1/ , with the lowermost and uppermost isentropic levels corresponding to potential temperatures of 244 and 408 K. For the computation of isentropic mass fluxes, the instantaneous meridional mass flux in coordinates was interpolated columnwise and linearly in Ϫ1/ to isentropic coordinates, in such a way that vertical integrals of the instantaneous meridional mass flux in coordinates were equal to the corresponding vertical integrals of the interpolated meridional mass flux in isentropic coordinates (Juckes et al. 1994) . For the computation of other flow statistics, flow quantities were interpolated from coordinates to isentropic coordinates using a locally monotonic Hermite interpolant that is piecewise cubic in Ϫ1/ (Fritsch and Butland 1984) . 
APPENDIX B
Notation and Symbols
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